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Across 
 
4. ____ to believe. 
6. where drugs and alcohol will take you. jails, institutions and ____. 
10. _____ is the answer to ALL my problems today. 
11. If you can't do "One Day At A Time" then Do One______At A Time 
13. what is it called when a person drinks or drugs for days or weeks on end?? 
14. a feeling the someone wronged you..but you also had a part to play in it that you have not realized 

just yet 
16. what is Bill W.'s wifes first name? 
18. what is it called when a person drinks or uses again after being clean and sober for a period of time? 
20. how many people do you need to have an AA meeting? 
21. the feeling of wanting to use drugs. 
22. 90 ____ in 90 days. 
23. the ony requirement to become a member of AA is the _____ to stop drinking 
24. How many people did AA have in 1939 
 

Down 
 
1. what is the word used for when you dont remember what happened after drinking or drugging?? 
2. we shall not ____ the past nor wish to shut the door on it. 
3. What is the step that;s a No NO...Most don't know 
5. AA is a _______ of men and women who share their experience, strength and hope with each other. 
7. what step is this?? turned our will and our lives over to the care of god "as we understood him" 
8. made a searching and ______ moral inventory of ourselves. 
9. complete this phrase..higher ____. 
10. What city is Bill W. from 
12. a group of recovering poeple that you keep in touch with and talk to on a regular basis. 
15. AA has Twelve Steps and Twelve_______ 
17. a person who guides a newcomer through the 12 steps of AA. 
19. He who knows how to be poor knows_____________ 
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